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1. Introduction
Reactive species (RS) are continuously produced and eliminated in variuos groups of
organisms: from bacteria to man. Under normal physiological conditions, the steady-state
concentrations of RS are maintained at certain range and fluctuate similarly to other
parameters in the organism according to homeostasis theory. The persistence of RS in cells
demonstrates their evolutionarily selected production in order to perform some useful role
in living organisms. The most beneficial among important biological roles of RS is their
establishment as important regulators of cell signal transduction and part of immune
response controlling cellular defense against various environmental challenges.
However, under some circumstances, RS level may leave the range of normal concentrations
due to change of their production or change of efficiency of catabolic system. An increase in
steady-state level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or reactive carbonyl species (RCS) may
result in so-called “oxidative stress” or “carbonyl stress”, respectively. Generally, ROS and
RCS are mainly known for their damaging effects. At molecular level, they are found to
disrupt the structure and function of proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates, etc. As a
consequence of these undesirable effects at cellular and organismal levels, loss of function
and even viability can occur.
Recent studies indicate that in many cases increase in RCS steady-state concentrations is a
consequence of oxidative stress, whereas increase in ROS steady-state levels is resulted from
carbonyl stress. Thus, a vicious cycle can be formed.
Carbonyl/oxidative stress has been found to be implicated in many chronic and
degenerative diseases. Different metabolic disorders, diabetes, obesity, kidney and heart
diseases, atherosclerosis, and neurodegenerative diseases all have a strong component of
carbonyl/oxidative stress. It is unclear however, whether the carbonyl/oxidative stress is
causal in disease progression or the result of the cell death associated with cells dying by
apoptosis or necrosis.

2. Reactive carbonyl compounds
Reactive carbonyls are commonly generated in vivo as metabolic products (Tessier, 2010;
Turk, 2010; Peng et al., 2011; Robert, 2011) or derived from the environment (Uribarri and
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Tuttle, 2006; Birlouez-Aragon et al., 2010; Uribarri et al., 2010). Similarly to other RC, RCS
can play a dual role in living organisms. For instance, some RCS are implicated as signalling
molecules controlling cellular defense against the environmental challenges. On the other
hand, due to high reactivity RCS interact with different cellular constituents that may
contribute to aging, age-related diseases, and diverse metabolic disorders.
2.1 Structure and reactivity
RCS is a large group of reactive biological molecules mainly with three to nine carbons in
length containing one or more carbonyl groups. Most of the biological damages caused by
RCS are related to , -unsaturated aldehydes, dialdehydes, and keto-aldehydes (Uchida,
2000; Pamplona, 2011). Figure 1 demonstrates the most common RCS found in biological
systems. Malondialdehyde (MDA), glyoxal (GO), methylglyoxal (MGO), glucosone, 3deoxyglucosone (3DG), and ribosone are among highly reactive - and -dicarbonyl
compounds. Acrolein, crotonaldehyde and 4-hydroxy-trans-2-nonenal (HNE) belong to , unsaturated aldehydes. One of the most biologically important keto-aldehydes is 4-oxotrans-2-nonenal (ONE). Glycolaldehyde, dehydroascorbate, acetaldehyde, glceraldehyde-3phosphate and dioxyacetone phosphate are also among the reactive carbonyls ubiquitously
generated in biological systems.
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Fig. 1. The structures of the most common biological reactive carbonyl species.
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It should be noted that unsaturated RCS are usually an order of magnitude more reactive
than their saturated counterparts. , -Unsaturated carbonyls are especially reactive, because
they have carbonyl group and reactive double bond that makes the C3 carbon a strong
electrophile. Extremely reactive carbonyl compound is HNE which possesses electrophilic
double bond, carbonyl and hydroxyl groups. However, such dialdehydes as GO, MGO, and
3-DG are much more active than HNE and MDA (Lankin et al., 2007). In addition, acrolein
reacts with thiols 100-fold more rapidly than HNE (Witz, G. 1989, Esterbauer et al., 1991).
Like hydroxyl radical is the most powerful oxidant among ROS, acrolein is the most
electrophilic, and therefore reactive , -unsaturated aldehyde known.
Carbonyl compounds like most other intermediates and by-products of metabolism are
electrophilic, and thus are highly reactive with different cellular constituents majority of
which are nucleophiles (Zimniak, 2011). Such strong nucleophilic sites as thiol, imidazole,
and hydroxyl groups of biomolecules as well as nitrogen and oxygen atoms in purine and
pyrimidine bases are the most attractive targets for electrophilic attacks. In general, all
mentioned above interactions may lead to chemical modification of proteins, nucleic acids,
and aminophospholipids, resulting in cytotoxicity and mutagenicity (Ellis, 2007; Liu et al.,
2010). Sience biological effects caused by RCS and ROS are rather similar, chemical
properties of both groups seem should be similar as well. However, RCS have a relatively
long half life time and therefore higher stability, in contrast to ROS. For instance, reactive
carbonyls have average half-life from minutes to hours (Uchida, 2000; Pamplona, 2011). At
the same time, half-life of some ROS ranges from 10-9 to 10-6 s (Halliwell and Gutteridge,
1989; Demple, 1991). It is well known that non-charged ROS such as H2O2 and HO2• are
capable to cross biological membranes and diffuse for relatively long distances in the
intracellular environment. At the same time, higher stability of non-charged RCS molecules
allows them even to escape from the cell and interact with targets far from the site of their
generation. That is why, under certain conditions, RCS may have far-reaching damaging
effects, and therefore they can be more deleterious than ROS.
2.2 Generation in vivo
Carbonyl compounds can be endogenous or exogenously derived. Some RCS (e.g. acrolein,
crotonaldehyde, acetone and formaldehyde) are ubiquitous industrial pollutants which can
readily enter the cell from the environment (Trotter et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2010; Seo and
Baek, 2011). Other exogenous sources of reactive carbonyls are products of organicpharmaceutical chemistry, cigarette smoke, food additives and browned food (Uribarri et
al., 2007; Birlouez-Aragon et al., 2010; Colombo et al., 2010; Dini, 2010; Robert et al., 2011).
Number of carbonyl compounds is formed under chemical modification of the nutrients
during food cooking (browning, Maillard reaction). The browning reaction between amino
acids and simple carbohydrates was first observed a century ago by Louis Camille Maillard
(Maillard, 1912). About 40 years later Maillard reaction was recognized as one of the main
reasons for the occurrence of the non-enzymatic food browning demonstrating an
importance in food science (Hodge, 1953; Tessier, 2010). In late 1960s, the products of a nonenzymatic glycosylation similar to the food browning were detected in human organism
(Rahbar, 1968; Rahbar et al., 1969). Thus, it took several decades to realize the physiological
significance of the reaction discovered by Maillard. In 1980s, the in vivo reaction between
biomolecule amino groups and monosaccharides, without enzymes, was named ”nonenzymatic glycosylation” and several years later renamed ”glycation” in order to
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differentiate it from the enzymatic glycosylation important in the post-translation
modification of proteins (Yatscoff et al., 1984). Now it is well documented that glycation is
one of the most significant endogenous sources of reactive carbonyls (Tessier, 2010).
More than 20 saturated and unsaturated RCS have been identified in biological samples
(Niki, 2009). Table 1 demonstrates that, in general, endogenous RCS can be formed as
products of either enzymatic or non-enzymatic processes.
Enzymatic sources
Glycolysis
Polyol pathway

Oxidation of amino
acids
Acetaldehyde 3-Deoxyglucosone Glyoxal
Glyceraldehyde- 3-Deoxyfructose Methylglyoxal
Acrolein
3-phosphate
Glycolaldehyde
Dioxyacetone
2-Hydroxypropanal
phosphate
Methylglyoxal

Non-enzymatic sources
Glycation
Peroxidation of lipids
Malonic dialdehyde
Glyoxal
4-Hydroxy-trans-2Methylglyoxal
nonenal
Glucosone
3-Deoxyglucosone 4-Oxo-trans-2-nonenal
Glyoxal
Acrolein
Methylglyoxal
Acrolein
Crotonaldehyde
Hexanal

Table 1. Reactive carbonyl species and sources of their generation in vivo
In this section, we will describe common ways of RCS generation in vivo, in particular,
polyol pathway, amino acid oxidation, lipid peroxidation, and glycation.
2.2.1 Enzymatic reactions
Reactive carbonyls are produced intracellularly through both enzymatic and non-enzymatic
pathways. Enzymatically produced RCS, glycolytic intermediates or by-products of
metabolic conversion of carbohydrates and amino acids, are presented in Table 1. The
effective steady-state concentration of such metabolites as acetaldehyde, glyceraldehyde-3phosphate and dioxyacetone phosphate is typically low in the cell, because of their rapid
utilization by the next step of the pathway (Zimniak, 2011). However, concentration of
MGO, a by-product of glycolysis in most living organisms, is not so tightly controlled.
Therefore, under certain conditions, biological effects of MGO may be more potent than the
effect caused by the glycolytic intermediates.
The elimination of phosphate from glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone
phosphate is the major enzymatic source of MGO in vivo (Pompliano et al., 1990; Phillips
and Thornalley, 1993; Richard, 1993). In Figure 2 the mechanism of the reaction is given. As
seen, enediol phosphate, an intermediate in the above mentioned reactions, may escape
from the active site of triosophosphate isomerase and be rapidly decomposed to MGO and
inorganic phosphate (Pompliano et al., 1990). MGO can also be formed from
hydroxyacetone, an intermediate in the enzymatic oxidation of ketone bodies (Lyles and
Chalmers, 1992; Turk, 2010). Oxidation of some amino acids can also lead to MGO formation
under physiological conditions. For example, threonine and glycine can be converted to
aminoacetone and succinylacetone, MGO precursors (Kalapos, 2008a). It should be noted
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Fig. 2. Formation of methylglyoxal as a by-product of glycolysis.
that MGO can be formed from dihydroxyacetone phosphate in the reaction catalysed by
bacterial MGO synthase, however, it is unknown whether this enzyme and this kind of
MGO generation also exist in animals (Kalapos, 2008b).
Polyol pathway may be associated with the production of 3-DG one more carbonyl
compound ubiquitously generated in biological systems (Niwa, 1999; Chung et al., 2003).
The mechanism of its generation is demonstrated in Figure. 3. In one way, 3-DG is formed
from fructose, an oxidized product of sorbitol by sorbitol dehydrogenase. In the second one,
3-DG is a hydrolysis product of fructose-3-phosphate, an enzymatic product of fructose
phosphorylation. Further enzymatic reduction and oxidation of 3-DG can result in 3deoxyfructose and 2-keto-3-deoxygluconic acid formation, respectively (Niwa, 1999).
Different RCS can be generated in vivo by activated human phagocytes. It has been found
that stimulated neutrophils employed the myeloperoxidase-H2O2-chloride system to
produce -hydroxy and , -unsaturated aldehydes from hydroxy-amino acids in high yield
(Anderson et al., 1997). Figure 4 shows possible mechanism of glycolaldehyde formation
from L-serine, and acrolein from L-threonine.
In conclusion, in vivo detection of enzymatically produced RCS is still quite complicated
task, because of their relatively low stability under physiological conditions. It seems, more
endogenous sources of RCS would be described with using sophisticated techniques in not
far future.
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Fig. 3. Polyol pathway as a source of formation of reactive carbonyl species.

Fig. 4. Possible mechanisms of glycolaldehyde and acrolein generation by activated
neutrophils.
2.2.2 Non-enzymatic reactions
Non-enzymatic reactions, bypassing the classic metabolic pathways, play a crucial role in
RCS generation in vivo. A numerous literature reveals that oxidative degradation of
biomolecules is the major way in the non-enzymatic production of RCS. For instance,
degradation of nucleic acids and related compounds results in the formation of reactive
carbonyls. In model experiments, it was demonstrated that purified RNA, DNA, and their
precursors contribute to MGO formation (Chaplen et al., 1996). However, probably because
of the higher intracellular steady-state concentrations of lipids, proteins and carbohydrates
as compared with nucleic acids, oxidative catabolism of lipids, amino acids and
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carbohydrates is believed to be the major source of endogenous non-enzymatically
produced RCS (Uchida, 2000).
2.2.2.1 Lipid peroxidation
In 1930s, lipid peroxidation (LPO) was first studied in relation to food deterioration (Niki,
2000). Later investigations revealed that LPO products can be formed in living organisms.
Similarly to the Maillard reaction, with increased evidences on physiological significance of
the process, several decades later LPO received renewed attention in biochemistry, and
medicine.
It is well known that different mechanisms underlie LPO process: (i) enzymatic oxidation,
(ii) ROS-independent nonenzymatic oxidation, and (iii) ROS-mediated nonenzymatic
oxidation (Niki 2009). Due to various mechanisms, specific LPO products can be formed.
There are many evidences that reactive carbonyls are produced through LPO as a
consequence of oxidative stress (Ellis, 2007; Negre-Salvayre et al., 2008; Pamplona, 2008;
Zimniak, 2008; Pamplona, 2011; Zimniak, 2011). LPO induced by ROS generates a variety of
primary, secondary and end products (Figure 5).
Oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), which are highly susceptible to
peroxidation by ROS, involves an allylic hydrogen abstraction to form a tetradienyl radical
(L•) followed by insertion of molecular oxygen. Addition of oxygen results in peroxyl radical
formation (LOO•), which is further transformed to hydroperoxide (LOOH) by hydrogen
abstraction from another lipid molecule (LH). The latter gives another free radical (L•) and
propagates oxidation. All radical compounds appeared from oxidation of lipids belong to
primary LPO products, and lipid hydroperoxides (LOOH) are named as secondary LPO
products. In addition, peroxyl radical (LOO•) can undergo further oxidation to form other
highly oxidized products such as bicyclic endoperoxides, monocyclic peroxides, serial cyclic
peroxides and other complex peroxides (Yin et al., 2002). Most of them are unstable and can be
readily decomposed to so-called LPO-derived end products, a wide array of compounds,
including RCS (Esterbauer et al. 1991). The most common reactive carbonyls derived from
PUFA oxidation are MDA, hexanal and HNE, comprising of 70%, 15%, and 5% of the total
produced by lipid peroxidation, respectively (Ellis, 2007). Acrolein was identified as a LPO
end product at oxidation of low density lipoproteins (Ellis, 2007).
As mentioned above, reactive carbonyls, end LPO products, can react with nucleophilic
groups in biomolecules resulting in their irreversible modifications and formation of a
variety of adducts and cross-links collectively named advanced lipoxidation end products
(ALEs). In turn, ALEs may lead to ROS formation, and as a consequence, propagation of
oxidative modifications.
2.2.2.2 Glycation (Maillard chemistry)
Glycation is a complex series of parallel and sequential reactions, in which reducing free
carbonyl groups of carbohydrates react with the nucleophilic amino groups of biomolecules,
producing a large number of variuos compounds, including RCS (Finot, 1982; Ellis, 2007;
Tessier, 2010; Peng et al., 2011; Robert, 2011). The initial step of glycation, the Maillard
reaction, is the covalent interaction between reducing monosaccharide (e.g. glucose, fructose,
galactose, glucose-6-phosphate) and N-terminal amino acid residues or epsilon amino
groups of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids, which produces an acyclic form of Schiff base
rearranging reversibly to cyclic N-substituted glycosylamine (Figure 6).
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Fig. 5. Suggested pathways of lipid peroxidation and its relation to oxidative and carbonyl
stresses (modified from (lushchak et al., 2011c)).

Fig. 6. Formation of Amadori products in the Maillard reaction.
The latter is an unstable compound, which can be subjected to further isomerization called
an Amadori rearrangement giving more stable Amadori adducts (early glycation products),
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namely ketosamines. Amadori products derived from non-enzymatic glycation by hexoses
are commonly known as “fructosamine”. The carbohydrate moiety of Amadori products can
undergo enolization, followed by dehydration, oxidation and/or fragmentation reactions,
consequently producing a variety of RCS, including GO, MGO, glucosone, 1-, 2- and 3deoxyglucosones, 3,4-dideoxyglucosone, erythrosone, ribosone, 3-deoxyerythrosone, and
3-deoxyribosone (Reihl et al., 2004; Thornalley, 2005; Tessier, 2010). Figure 7 shows the
mechanism of glucosone formation followed by generation of such ROS as superoxide and
hydrogen peroxide.
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Fig. 7. Formation of glucosone from the Amadori compound.
In addition, there is an evidence for the fragmentation of the Schiff base, leading to the
formation of GO, MGO, and hydrogen peroxide (Figure 8) (Hayashi and Namiki, 1980;
Namiki and Hayashi, 1983). The series of reaction pathways in Maillard chemistry
established Shiff base fragmentation to -oxoaldehydes now collectively called the Namiki
pathway (Thornalley, 2005; Peng et al., 2011).

Fig. 8. Namiki pathway.
Slow oxidative degradation of monosaccharides under physiological conditions leads to the
formation of -oxoaldehydes and hydrogen peroxide (Figure 9) (Thornalley et al., 1984;
Wolff et al., 1991). This process was called monosaccharide autoxidation or Wolff pathway
(Peng et al., 2011). The complicity of glycation with all variety of substrates and products,
and almost unpredictable direction of the process is similar to free-radical chain reactions, in
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particular LPO. That is why the term “Maillard chemistry” is widely used to describe a
variety of chemical reactions involved in the glycation processes.

Fig. 9. Wolff pathway.
In the late stage of glycation, these reactive -oxoaldehydes as well as Amadori compounds
again interact with free amino, sulfhydryl and guanidine functional groups of intracellular
and extracellular biomolecules leading to crosslinking and formation of advanced glycation
end products (AGEs) (Peng et al., 2011; Robert, 2011). Therefore, Amadori products and RCS
formed during glycation are believed to be important precursors of glycation adduct
formation in biological systems.
2.2.2.3 Advanced lipooxidation and glycation end products
As seen in the above sections, LPO and glycation are complexes of very heterogeneous
chemical reactions, leading to the formation of low molecular mass RCS. Further, these RCS,
being either LPO end products or glycation intermediates, react with nucleophilic groups of
macromolecules like proteins, nucleic acids, and aminophospholipids, resulting in their nonenzymatic, and irreversible modification and formation of a variety of adducts and crosslinks collectively named ALEs and AGEs (Figure 10) (Miyata et al., 2000; Ellis, 2007; Tessier,
2010; Pamplona, 2011; Peng et al., 2011).
It is well documented that LPO-derived RCS reacting with proteins produce such ALEs as
MDA-Lys, HNE-Lys, propanal-His, propenal-Lys, and S-carboxymethyl–cysteine, as well as
such cross-link as MDA-lysine dimmer, among many others (Figure 11) (Uchida et al., 1997;
Shao et al., 2005; Pamplona, 2008 and 2011).
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Fig. 10. Formation of reactive carbonyls and advanced glycation and lipoxidation end
products in enzymatic and non-enzymatic processes.

Fig. 11. The structures of the most common biological advanced lipoxidation end products.
LPO end products can also interact with amino groups of deoxyguanosine, deoxycytosine,
guanosine to form various alkylated products (Pamplona, 2008). Those are the most common
targets for RCS. Interaction between RCS and amino groups of aminophospholipids results in
the formation of adducts like MDA-phosphatidylethanolamine, and carboxymethylphosphatidylethanolamine (Pamplona, 2008).
Extensive study of AGEs has revealed many stable end-stage adducts derived from the
interactions between glycation-derived RCS and biomolecules. For instance, glycation
intermediates have been demonstrated to react with guanidine groups of arginine residues,
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giving arginine-derived advanced glycation adducts: hydroimidazolones, argpyrimidine
and Nω-carboxymethylarginine (Thornalley, 2005). Investigation of importance of glycolysis
intermediates in the Maillard reaction has shown the formation of lisyl-hydroxy-triosidine
and arginyl-hydroxy-triosidine during incubation of glyceraldehyde and glyceraldehyde-3phosphate with N-alpha-acetyl lysine and N-alpha-acetyl arginine (Tessier et al., 2003). In
addition, dihydroxyacetone can also form crosslinking triosidines. Acetaldehyde was shown
to react rapidly with proteins, producing deep red macromolecular acetaldehyde-protein
condensates (Robert et al., 2010). Among common AGEs found in a biological material are
such compounds linking lysine and arginine as fluorescent pentosidine, and non-fluorescent
glucosepan (Peyroux and Sternberg, 2006). The structural similarity of glucosepan and
pentosidine (Figure 12) makes it obvious some parallelism in the respective pathways of
their production.

Fig. 12. The structures of the most common biological advanced glycation end products.
Physiological processes leading to ALE and AGE formation also involve chemical
modifcation of biomolecules by GO and MGO derived from both LPO and glycation
processes. Non-fluorescent crosslinks such as GO-lysine dimmer (GOLD) and MGO-lysine
dimmer (MOLD), or non-fluorescent, non-crosslinking adducts such as carboxymethyllysine
(CML), carboxymethylcysteine (CMC) and argpyrimidine are the most common
ALEs/AGEs formed under protein modification (Figure 13). CML was the first AGE
isolated from glycated proteins in vivo and together with pentosidine and glucosepan was
recognized as one of the most important biomarkers of glycation in living organisms
(Ahmed et al., 1986; Jadoul et al., 1999; Miyata et al., 1999; Tessier, 2010). Carboxymethylphosphatidylethanolamine (CMPE) and carboxymethylguanosine (CMG) represent the
ALEs/AGEs derived from GO and MGO interation with nucleic acids and phospholipids,
respectively (Figure 13).
In general, ALEs and AGEs are poorly degraded complexes, accumulation of which
increases with ageing. The above mentioned ALEs/AGEs were detected in a variety of
human tissues and serve as biomarkers of aging and age-related disorders (Tessier, 2010). It
should be noted that ALEs/AGEs may continue covalent interations with biomolecules
giving more complex cross-links. In addition, ALEs and AGEs are efficient sourses of RCS
and ROS in vivo (Yim et al., 2001; Takamiya et al., 2003; Thornalley, 2005; Shumaev et al.,
2009; Peng et al., 2011). Thus, increase in the concentration of RCS, ALEs and AGEs may
result in carbonyl/oxidative stress.
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Fig. 13. The structures of the most common advanced end products derived from both
glycation and lipoxidation.

3. Steady-state concentration of carbonyl compounds in vivo and carbonyl
stress
Almost all known RS, in particular ROS and RCS, are continuously produced and
eliminated in variuos groups of organisms: bacteria, fungi, plants, and animals (Ponces
Freire et al., 2003; Mironova et al., 2005; Yamauchi et al., 2008; Lushchak, 2011b). Since RS
are unstable and readily enter many reactions, their concentration is a dynamic parameter
and defined as “steady-state”. Under normal physiological conditions, the steady-state
concentration of RS is maintained at certain range and fluctuates similarly to other
parameters in the organism according to homeostasis theory. However, under some
circumstances, the parameter may leave this range due to either increase in production or
decrease in efficiency of catabolic system. The increase in the steady-state level of ROS or
RCS may result in so-called “oxidative stress” or “carbonyl stress”, respectively. One of the
first definitions of “oxidative stress” as “an imbalance between oxidants and antioxidants in
favour of the oxidants, potentially leading to damage” was proposed by Helmut Sies (Sies,
1985). Recently, “oxidative stress” was defined as “an acute or chronic increase in steadystate level of ROS, disturbing cellular metabolism and leading to damage of cellular
constituents” (Lushchak, 2011a; b).
The concept of “carbonyl stress” was introduced for the first time by Miyata and colleagues
(Miyata et al., 1999). They defined “carbonyl stress” as situation “resulting from either
increased oxidation of carbohydrates and lipids (oxidative stress) or inadequate
detoxification or inactivation of reactive carbonyl compounds derived from both
carbohydrates and lipids by oxidative and nonoxidative chemistry”. By analougy with the
modern concept of oxidative stress, it can be proposed that “carbonyl stress” is an acute or
chronic increase in steady-state level of RCS, ALEs and AGEs disturbing cellular
metabolism and leading to damage of cellular constituents.
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In some cases, the steady-state ROS/RCS concentration does not return to initial level, but
stabilizes at new one called “quasi-stationary level” (Figure 14). This can be found in certain
pathologies, for example diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, cardiovascular and
neurodegenerative diseases.

Fig. 14. The dynamics of glycoxidation/lipoxidation-induced perturbations of level of reactive
oxygen and carbonyl species in living organisms (modified from (Lushchak, 2011b)).
An obvious question arises: what are the steady-state concentrations of RCS in the cell?
Numerous studies demonstrate evaluation of RCS levels in biological systems. For example,
it has been reported that overall concentration of LPO end products in plasma of healthy
individuals is below 1 μM (Niki, 2009). At the same time, NHE has been found in
biomembranes at the concentrations from 5 to 10 mM at oxidative insults (Esterbauer et al.,
1991). The concentration of fructosamine in blood plasma of healthy individuals has been
found about 140 µM (Kato et al., 1989). Physiological steady-state concentrations of MGO
ranged from 120 to 650 nM (Kalapos, 2008a; Talukdar et al., 2009). Since there are no
standard methods to evaluate the steady-state levels of RCS, different techniques applying
in various laboratories yield different results. It should be noted that sometimes the increase
in RCS levels at certain pathologies reported in one study is significantly lower than the
normal levels demonstrated in the other. In addition, there are some objective complications
in the evaluation of RCS steady-state level: (i) a vast variety of RCS generated by different
mechanisms, leading to difficulties in the identification and quantification of all of them; (ii)
simultaneous production, degradation and excretion of RCS; (iii) the influence of different
factors (intensity of metabolism, oxygen concentration, temperature, etc.) on the rate of the
above processes; and (iv) since the cell is not homogenous structure, in different cellular
compartments RCS concentrations may differ to large extent.
Therefore, if we operate with some values reflecting RCS concentrations in biological
material, one should be kept in mind that they are only approximate values. To know the
levels of RCS in biological fluids and tissues is important to evaluate the extensity of
carbonyl/oxidative stress, due to which even approximate assessment of RCS steady-state
concentrations in biological material is much better, than the absence of any idea on their
amounts in living organism.
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4. Lipoxidation and glycoxidation are processes linking carbonyl and
oxidative stresses
Glycation and LPO are closely linked with oxidative stress (Figure 15). Oxidation reactions
and ROS have been shown to be involved and frequently accelerate the advanced glycation
process (Tessier, 2010). That is why “glycoxidation” term has been introduced (Dyer et a.,
1991).
In 1980s, oxidative steps in Maillard reaction pathway were described for the first time
(Hayashi and Namiki, 1980; Namiki and Hayashi, 1983). The authors found that the
unstable Shiff bases could lead to the formation of reactive -oxoaldehydes and hydrogen
peroxide (Figure 8). Later other ROS were identified as products of Shiff base decomposition
(Mullarkey et al., 1990). Wolff pathway (Figure 9), another oxidative pathway, was
described several years later (Thornalley et al., 1984; Wolff et al., 1991). It has been suggested
that metal-catalyzed autooxidation of reducing carbohydrates could be involved in the
formation of AGEs and ROS. Amadori products were also shown to be capable to
autoxidation (Figure 7) leading to the formation of reactive dicarbonyl compounds,
superoxide anion and hydroxyl radical (Hunt et al., 1988; Mullarkey et al., 1990). Thus, all
stages of glycoxidation generate ROS, some of them are common with LPO reactions (Figure
15). Chemical modification of amino groups in biomolecules during LPO is called
lipoxidation. Products of lipoxidation were found to increase the concentration of some
AGEs (Requena et al., 1996; Miyata et al., 2001). The level of proteins modified during LPO
may serve as indicators of oxidative and carbonyl stresses in vivo. An example of a nonenzymatically modified amino acid is CML. Being either AGE or ALE, it is a good marker of
both glycoxidation and lipoxidation reactions (Requena et al., 1996).

Fig. 15. Relation between lipoxidation, glycoxidation and carbonyl/oxidative stress.
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The existence of a strong relation between carbonyl and oxidative stresses can be proved by
ROS formation in the presence of low molecular mass reactive carbonyls. In 1993, MGOinduced ROS production was observed (Kalapos et al., 1993). A dose-dependent effect of MGO
on ROS formation, mainly hydrogen peroxide, was detected in cultured rat hepatocytes.
Enhanced superoxide anion generation was registered in Jurkat cells incubated with MGO also
(Du et al., 2001). It is interesting that the inhibition of superoxide dismutase (SOD) by
diethyldithiocarbamate doubled the rate of superoxide formation in the stressed cells.
Glycation is suggested to amplify oxidative stress in several ways. First of all, glycation of
antioxidant enzymes can lead to increased ROS level. For instance, Cu, Zn-SOD was found to
be highly susceptible to glycation (Arai et al., 1987; Takamiya, et al., 2003). Arai and colleagues
(1987) demonstrated that glycation lead to gradual inactivation of the enzyme. The
inactivation, in turn, can increase the ROS steady-state level and amplify the oxidative stress.
Takamiya with co-authors (2003) showed that the mutated Cu,Zn-SOD was highly susceptible
to glucation and fructation. Both glucated and fructated mutant also produced higher levels of
hydrogen peroxide than the wild type. The authors suggested that high susceptibility of
mutated Cu,Zn-SOD to glycation could be the origin of the oxidative stress associated with
neuronal dysfunction in familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Takamiya, et al., 2003). Low
molecular mass reactive carbonyls (e.g. MGO) were found to decrease the level of reduced
gluthatione (GSH) in different cells in vivo (Kalapos, 2008a). The situation seems to be more
dramatic if one would take into account that GSH is a cofactor for certain antioxidant and
antiglycated enzymes, thus an effective cellular protector against both oxidative and carbonyl
stresses. Additionally, MGO was found to inhibit several other defensive enzymes (Kalapos,
1994), that makes the cell more succeptible to oxidative/carbonyl stress.
One more additional way to amplify the oxidative stress by glycation is the activation of
membrane receptors by AGEs. For instance, AGEs were found to bind to the cell surface
receptor (RAGE). This binding, in turn, triggers cellular events through p38 MAP Kinase,
NF-kB, P21 Ras and Jak/STAT pathways (Uchida, 2000; Edeas et al., 2010). It is well known
that NF-kB is a transcription factor that regulates different cellular functions. In particular, it
activates TNF- production that increases ROS generation. In conclusion, the increase in
RCS steady-state concentrations can be also a consequence of oxidative stress. Thus, a
vicious cycle can be formed.

5. Reducing carbohydrates as a factor of carbonyl/oxidative stress
From the above sections it may be concluded that, beside highly reactive low molecular
mass RCS, carbohydrates such as glucose are quite important glycating agents. Despite
some RCS demonstrate 20,000-fold higher reactivity than glucose (Turk, 2010), the latter is
much more abundant intra- and extracellular glycation agent. Although only 0.001% of the
total glucose in vivo present in relative unstable acyclic isomer form (capable of initiating
glycation), it should be kept in mind that some highly reactive RCS are glycolytic
intermediates or by-products of glucose metabolism. Thus it is widely believed that glucose
is among the most important contributors to the glycation process. That is why potential
role of reducing carbohydrates in the Maillard chemistry is extensively studied with
different model systems. It was reported that some carbohydrates react with amino groups
of biomolecules much faster than glucose (Sakai et al., 2002; Robert et al., 2010). However,
since glucose is the most abundant intra- and extracellular monosaccharide in living
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organisms, most studies in the field of glycation are focused on the glucation. Despite
fructose having a stronger reducing capacity and is a faster glycating agent than glucose
(Sakai et al., 2002; Robert et al., 2010), fructation has attracted only a minor attention. At the
same time, fructose is commonly used as an industrial sweetener and excessively consumed
in human diets and as a glucose substitute by diabetes mellitus patients (Gaby, 2005; Tappy
et al., 2010; Tappy and Lê, 2010). It is well documented that long-term consumption of
excessive fructose is causative in the development of metabolic disorders (Levi and
Werman, 1998; Johnson et al., 2007; Moheimani et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011). But the
mechanisms underlying fructose-induced metabolic disturbances are under debates.
Recently, using baker’s yeast as a model system we demonstrated that cells growing on
fructose had higher levels of carbonyl groups in proteins, -dicarbonyl compounds and ROS
as compared with yeast cells growing on glucose (Semchyshyn et al., 2011). Possible
mechanism for the generation of -dicarbonyls and ROS by glucation and fructation is
presented in Figure 16.
According to the Maillard reaction, the labile Schiff bases are formed as result of interaction
between amino groups of biomolecules and carbonyl groups of reducing monosaccharides.
The latter rearrange to form Amadori or Heyns products. Both compounds can be
transformed to enediol proteins and then to alkoxyl radicals. Alkoxyl radicals readily react
with molecular oxygen generating superoxide anion radical and -dicarbonyl compounds.
Then superoxide can be converted to hydrogen peroxide which produces highly reactive
hydroxyl radical. In turn, -dicarbonyl compounds and ROS are the major factors associated
with oxidative/carbonyl stress.

Fig. 16. Formation of -dicarbonyl compounds and ROS by the glucation and fructation
(modified from (Semchyshyn et al., 2011))
In general, our data explain the observation that fructose-supplemented growth as
compared with growth on glucose resulted in more pronounced age-related decline in yeast
reproductive ability and higher cell mortality (Semchyshyn et al., 2011; Lozinska and
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Semchyshyn, 2011). We suggest that fructose rather than glucose is more extensively
involved in glycation and ROS generation in vivo, yeast aging and development of
carbonyl/oxidative stress.

6. Dual biological role of reactive carbonyl and oxygen species
Generally, RS are better known for their cytotoxic effects. As discussed in the preceding
sections, glycation of amino groups of various biomolecules leads to diverse types of
modifications. At the molecular level, modifications caused by RCS can: (i) disrupt the
structure and function of proteins and enzymes, (ii) lead to formation of nucleic acid
adducts, and (iii) damage lipids. Generated during the glycoxidation process ROS cause
additional harmful impact. As a consequence of these undesirable effects at the cellular and
organismal level, the loss of function and even viability can occur.
However, the persistence of RS in cells indicates their evolutionarily selected production in
order to perform some useful role in cellular metabolism. The involvement of RCS and ROS
in cell signal transduction and immune response is a prominent demonstration of their
beneficial role. Understanding of the role of RS and the oxidation/glycation products in
signalling has evolved rapidly during the last decades.
6.1 Cytotoxic, genotoxic and mutagenic effects
Proteins can be modified by a large number of reactions involving RCS, ROS as well as
lipoxidation and glycoxidation advanced products (Uchida, 2000; Ellis, 2007; Lushchak 2007;
Pamplona, 2011). The abovementioned compounds were found to interact directly with
proteins causing alterations in physico-chemical properties such as conformation, charge,
hydrophobicity, elasticity, solubility, electrophoretic mobility, and many others. Among
proteins that can be potentially damaged are enzymes, membrane cytosolic and
extracellular transporters, signalling components, transcription and growth factors,
microtubules. Modification of proteins is often associated with the appearance of additional
carbonyl groups, which leads to: (i) decrease in enzyme activity; (ii) inactivation or
modification of regulatory properties; (iii) formation of intra- and intermolecular protein
cross-links and adducts; (iv) alteration of protein degradation and formation of toxic
aggregates which can inhibit proteasomes; (v) altered folding, processing, and trafficking of
proteins; (vi) modification of extracellular matrix properties and cell-matrix interactions; and
(vii) stimulation of autoimmune response (Ellis, 2007; Lushchak 2007; Thornalley, 2008;
Lesgards et al., 2011; Pamplona, 2011).
Nucleic acids are the most favoured targetes for interaction with RS. It is well known that
single stranded nucleic acids are particularly susceptible to modification by RS. The
mutagenicity of such RCS as MGO and involvement of ROS in this effect is known for a
long time (Kalapos, 2008a). Reactive carbonyl and oxygen species induce mutations
frequently detected in oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes from human tumors, and
correlate to alterations in cell cycle control and gene expression. Nucleic acid lipoxidative
and glycoxidative damages were found in DNA of healthy humans and different animal
species at biologically significant levels (Pamplona, 2011). In general, interaction between
RS and nucleic acids was suggested to be implicated in carcinogenic, mutagenic and
teratogenic actions of RCS and ROS, and products of these interations have powerful
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effects on signal transduction pathways (Ellis, 2007; Kalapos, 2008a; Thornalley, 2008;
Niki, 2009; Pamplona, 2011).
Lipid reactions with RCS and ROS can contribute to: (i) modification of mitochondrial
membranes disturbing cellular energetics, (ii) Ca2+ release and uncontrolled activation of
Ca2+-dependent pathways due to disruption of endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondrial
membranes by RCS and ROS, and (iii) permeabilization of biological membranes and cell
lysis (Negre-Salvayre et al., 2008; Pamplona, 2011). As noted above, increase in the levels of
lipoxidation and glycoxidation products may lead to propagation of oxidative
modifications.
In conclusion, the moleclar modifications caused by RCS, ROS, ALEs and AGEs are
nonenzymatic, spontaneous, and random chemical reactions, therefore, the detailed
mechanisms of their harmful effects are mostly unknown.
6.2 Reactive carbonyl and oxygen species are potential aging and age-related
pathogenetic factors
Carbonyl/oxidative stress induces biomolecule dysfunctions and damages in different
tissues, which are related to aging and age-related pathologies. In 1950s, Gercshman and
colleagues proposed the free radical theory of diseases where suggested ROS involvement
in damage of living cells and tissues (Gercshman et al., 1954). This was the background for
free radical theory of aging developed by Harman somewhat later (1956). The free radical
theory of aging states that ROS continuously damage proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids and
thus cause the accumulation of molecular and cellular damages that are responsible for
aging and age-related diseases. In 1980s, Monnier and Cerami postulated that the Maillard
reaction has a causative role in aging and age-related pathologies (Monnier and Cerami,
1981). This theory called the “glycation hypothesis of aging” was at the origin of the
growing interest in the field of the Maillard chemistry in vivo (Tessier, 2010). Nowadays it is
obviously that there is a considerable overlap between carbonyl and oxidative stresses in
relation to aging and age-related disturbances. As could be seen from the above sections,
RCS can be produced as a consequence of oxidative stress, and ROS can be generated due to
carbonyl stress.
The formation and accumulation of AGEs and ALEs have been known to progress in a
normal aging process, and at an accelerated rate under age-related disorders. A survey of
literature reveals the increase in the steady-state concentrations of ROS, RCS, AGEs and
ALEs is related to hypertension, kidney and heart diseases, cancer growth and metastasis,
obesity, metabolic syndrome, diabetes, degenerative bone disease, etc. (Uchida, 2000;
Atanasiu et al., 2006; Ellis, 2007; Lushchak, 2007; Negre-Salvayre et al., 2008; Kalapos, 2008a;
Yamagish, 2011; Yang et al., 2011). Chronic hyperglycemia is a major inducer of vascular
complications of diabetes, which are responsible for disabilities and high mortality rates in
patients with diabetes. Among the various biochemical pathways which are supposed to be
involved in vascular complications in diabetes (e.g. heart disease, stroke, blindness and endstage renal failure), the enhanced production of ROS, RCS, AGEs and ALEs and their action
are most preferable.
Interestingly, the significant increase in dietary fructose over the past 30 years (Gaby, 2005;
Tappy et al., 2010; Tappy and Lê, 2010) has recently been associated with the development
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and progression of various age-related disorders such as obesity, glucose intolerance,
vascular complications of diabetes, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases, fatty
liver and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (Levi and Werman, 1998; Johnson et al., 2007;
Moheimani et al., 2010; Yamagish, 2011; Yang et al., 2011). However, short-term application
of fructose demonstrated better protective action against oxidative stress than glucose
(Spasojević et al., 2009a; 2009b). It was suggested that any excess of fructose should be
eliminated from normal diets. On the other hand, short-term acute application of fructose
has protective effects under pathophysiological conditions related to oxidative stress
(Spasojević et al., 2009a; 2009b).
Carbonyl and oxidative stresses have been found to be causative in the activation of cell death
pathways such as apoptosis and necrosis (Ellis, 2007; Negre-Salvayre et al., 2008; Uchida, 2010;
Lushchak, 2011b; Yamagish, 2011). For instance, HNE alters mitochondrial calcium uptake
and cytosolic calcium homoeostasis, which results in necrosis or apoptosis. Low molecular
mass reactive carbonyls, MGO and GO, and AGEs are found to be pro-apoptotic through
mechanisms involving calcium deregulation, GSH depletion, and activation of stress kinases
(Bohlender et al., 2005; Negre-Salvayre et al., 2008; Yamagish, 2011).
6.3 AGE-Receptors, signal transduction and oxidative stress
In the middle of the 1980s, it was demonstrated that macrophages could specifically
recognize, uptake and degrade AGE-modified proteins in vitro (Vlassara et al., 1985). This
observation led to an active search for high affinity AGE receptors on various cells. Now it is
well known that the influence of RCS, ROS, ALEs and AGEs on cell is mostly mediated by
receptors (Robert 2010; Tessier, 2010). The first discovered cellular surface multiligand
receptor capable to bind AGE-modified proteins with high affinity was RAGE (the receptor
for AGE) (Schmidt et al., 1992). Extensive search for new AGE receptors resulted in
identification of macrophage scavenger receptors (MSR) type A and B1 (CD36),
oligosaccharyl transferase-48 termed AGE receptor 1 (AGE-R1), 80K-H phosphoprotein
(AGE-R2), and galectin-3 (AGE-R3), but the best studied is the RAGE receptor (Bohlender et
al., 2005; Peyroux and Sternberg, 2006). The latter is a 35-kDa protein belonging to the
immunoglobulin superfamily. RAGE is a transmembrane receptor consisting of 394 amino
acid residues with a single hydrophobic transmembrane domain of 19 amino acids and a
COOH-terminal cytosolic tail of 43 amino acids (Bohlender et al., 2005).
In the presence of extracellular AGE, susceptible cells can rapidly upregulate expression of
RAGE. Intracellular oxidative stress is among multiple effects caused by interaction of AGEs
with RAGE on the membrane of different cells. RAGE activation induces intracellular
generation of hydrogen peroxide dependent on NADPH oxidase. The identified signalling
cascade involved p21ras, p38, protein kinase C, and MAP kinases (Bohlender et al., 2005;
Ucida, 2000). The activation of nuclear factor NF-kB due to AGE and RAGE interaction was
also shown to be involved in the regulation of the gene transcription for various factors:
endothelin-1, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), transforming growth factor
(TGF- ), and tumor necrosis factor (TNF- ) (Peyroux and Sternberg, 2006). Also, NF-kB
controls the expression of almost 100 proinflammatory genes encoding cytokines, adhesion
molecules, and ROS/RCS generating enzymes such as NADPH-oxidase, superoxide
dismutase, inducible nitric oxide synthase and myeloperoxidase (Bohlender et al., 2005;
Anatasiu et al., 2006; Peyroux and Sternberg, 2006; Yamagishi, 2011).
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Therefore, with identification of AGE-recognizing receptors it was realized that
glycoxidation plays an important role in age-dependent pathologies and chronic diseases
such as diabetes and its complications, inflammation, neurodegeneration, atherosclerosis,
amyloidoses, and tumors. It was also found that glycoxidation influenced cell death and
proliferation. It cannot be excluded that cross-talk between different receptors activated
byAGEs may also be involved in the observed effects. Obviously, the complex RS
metabolism is complicated by no less complex molecular mechanisms of their biological
effects.
6.4 Potential beneficial impacts of RCS
Althought RCS are better known for their harmful effects, their persistence in living
organisms indicates that RCS production was evolutionarily selected in order to perform
some useful role in cellular metabolism. For instance, phagocytic white blood cells are of
central importance in host defense mechanisms implicate RS against invading pathogens. It
is demonstrated that, besides ROS, myeloperoxidase generates such RCS as glycolaldehyde,
2-hydroxypropanal, and acrolein (Anderson et al., 1997). Synthesis of RCS by
myeloperoxidase required a free hydroxy-amino acid. Since the total concentration of free
amino acids in plasma is about 4 mM (Anderson et al., 1997), it seems RCS derived from
amino acids are the major products of phagocyte activation in vivo, being important
biological weapon fighting infections. Mavric and colleagues (2008) found 3-DG, GO, and
MGO in New Zealand Manuka honey possessing very high antibacterial activity.
Interestingly, MGO was found to be present at concentrations from 38 to 761 mg/kg, which
is up to 100-fold higher compared to conventional honey. Minimum concentrations needed
for inhibition of bacterial growth for GO was 6.9 mM (Escherichia coli) or 4.3 mM
(Staphylococcus aureus). At the same time, MGO was found to inhibit growth of both bacteria
at concentration 1.1 mM, and 3-DG showed no inhibition in concentrations up to 60 mM.
The results clearly demonstrated that the pronounced antibacterial activity of New Zealand
Manuka honey directly originated from MGO. Besides its antibacterial activity, MGO
demonstrates antiviral effect against New-Castle disease, influenza etc. (Talukdar et al.,
2009). Antimalarial and anticancer activities are also among potential beneficial impacts of
MGO (Pavlovic-Djuranovic et al., 2006; Talukdar et al., 2009).

7. Cellular defense against glycation
The use of a cytotoxic chemical as a signalling molecule, immunological weapon or
therapeutic agent obviously has potential risks, so it is no surprise that RCS elimination is
tightly regulated in the cell. Similarly to the enzymatic defence against oxidative stress, cell
possesses the enzymatic protection system against glycation and carbonyl stress. The
antiglycation system includes the enzymes that suppress the formation of RCS and
glycoxidative products operating at the respective sites of the process.
Many RCS derived from lipoxidation or glycoxidation can be efficiently metabolized in the
enzymatic reactions. They are oxidation, reduction and conjugation, which involve
aldehyde and alcohol dehydrogenases, aldo-keto reductases, carbonyl reductases,
cytochromes P450, and glutathione-S-transferases (Atanasiu et al., 2006; Ellis, 2007). In these
reactions, reactive carbonyls and their advanced products are mainly converted to less toxic
compounds, and excreted from cell or organism.
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One of the main pathways known to be involved in the catabolism of -oxoaldehydes to hydroxy acids is catalyzed by the glyoxalase system possessed by animals, plants,
protoctista, fungi, and bacteria cells (Atanasiu et al., 2006; Ellis, 2007; Xue et al., 2011). The
glyoxalase system comprises two cytosolic enzymes: glyoxalase I (Glo I) and glyoxalase II
(Glo II), and catalytic amount of GSH. For example, it catalyzes MGO conversion to Dlactate through a specific 2-step pathway (Figure 17). Glyoxalase I catalyzes isomerization of
the hemithioacetal, formed spontaneously from -oxoaldehydes and GSH, into S-2hydroxyacylglutathione derivates. Glyoxalase II catalyzes the conversion of S-2hydroxyacylglutathione derivates into -hydroxyacids with subsequent regeneration of
GSH consumed in the reaction catalyzed by glyoxalase I. The glyoxalase system was
discovered in 1913 (Dakin and Dudley, 1913; Neuberg, 1913; Xue et al., 2011). However, for
a long period the biological sence of the pathway catalyzed by the system was under
debates. In 1980-1990s, Thornalley suggested the fundamental function of glyoxalases in the
metabolism of reactive dicarbonyl metabolites to less reactive products (Thornalley, 1990).
Nowadays, numeruos experimental data confirm the relation of decrease in the glyoxalase
activities to aging and age-related pathologies (Xue et al., 2011).

Fig. 17. Methylglyoxal degradation by the glyoxalase system.
The antiglycation system also includes highly specific and efficient enzymes recognizing
and decomposing Amadori products. Commonly they are called “amadoriases”. The latters
are divided into two groups, operating via different deglycating mechanisms (Wu and
Monnier, 2003): fructosylamine oxidases (Figure 18) and fructosylamine kinases (Figure 19).
As seen from the figures, a significant action of the amadoriases is connected to the
transformation of reactive carbonyls to less reactive products.
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Fig. 18. Degradation of Amadori compound by fructosylamine oxidase.
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Fig. 19. Degradation of Amadori compound by fructosylamine kinase.
The enzymatic mechanisms described in this section let us conclude that reactive carbonyls,
and related carbonyl stress are not only natural attributes of life, but they have also been a
determinant factor, which demanded functional adaptations living organisms that, in turn,
determined their viability and longevities. Moreover, in the past years glyoxalase as well as
amadoriases have been targeted for the development of novel antitumor, antiprotozoal,
antifungal and antibacterial agents.

8. Therapeutic strategies to fight against carbonyl/oxidative stress
Considering the emerging deleterious role of reactive carbonyls and their advanced
products in different human diseases, various potential therapeutic strategies have been
developed last years. Different stages of RCS, ALE and AGE formation and AGE-mediated
damage are suggested as therapeutic intervention strategies (Peyroux and Sternberg, 2006;
Aldini et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2011). Peyroux and Sternberg (2006) classified these strategies
as follows: (i) trapping of reactive dicarbonyl species, (ii) AGE cross-link cleavage, (iii) AGE
receptor blocking, (iv) AGE receptor signalling blocking, (v) glycemia reduction by antidiabetic therapy, (vi) aldose reductase inhibition; (vii) shunting of trioses-phosphate toward
the pentose-phosphate pathway by transketolase activation; (viii) antioxidant therapy by
transition metal chelation and free radical scavenging. As a consequence, many compounds
that prevent the formation of AGEs or degrade the existing AGEs have been produced in
recent years. Among others are amadoriases, aminoguanidine, pyridoxamine, drugs used in
the treatment of type 2 diabetes such as metformin and pioglitazone, angiotensin receptor
blockers and inhibitors of angiotensin converting enzyme, amino group capping agents such
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as aspirin, compounds that mostly break alpha-dicarbonyl cross-links such as
phenacylthiazolium bromide.
Since oxidative stress accompanies and accelerates carbonyl stress, antioxidant compounds
appear to be promising agents for the prevention of AGE and ALE formation. The
antiglycation activities of medical plant materials and naturally occurring phenolic
compounds with antioxidant properties are of particular interest (Peyroux and Sternberg,
2006; Edeas, 2010; Peng et al., 2011).

9. Concluding remarks and perspectives
The continuous production and catabolism of RCS result in maintaining of certain steadystate level in living organisms. Being intermediates of certain metabolic pathways, their
level to some extent may be regulated. But substantial RCS portion is produced in nonenzymatic chemical processes and, therefore, is difficult to be controlled by living
organisms. The same can be said on the elimination of RCS due to concerted activity of
enzymatic and non-enzymatic mechanisms. Therefore, the steady-state RCS level is
controlled by the cell to large extent, but some room is left out of the cellular control.
High chemical reactivity of RCS determines their biological activity mainly deleterious for
living organisms. If at normal physiological state the production and catabolism are well
balanced, at certain conditions RCS steady-state level may be transiently increased leading
to development of so-called “acute carbonyl stress”. Since the cell possesses multilevel
defense system, it can combat RCS and return their level into initial steady-state range. The
protective potential can be enhanced by up-regulation of defense mechanisms such as
glutathione production, specific enzymes like glutathione-S-transferases or glyoxalases. In
this case, short-term RCS-induced stress may have no series consequences for living
organisms, and even can be beneficial because of increased capability to eliminate RCS.
Moreover, it can also increase cell capability to combat other RS like ROS. However, under
some circumstances the defense systems of organisms may be overwhelmed and the RCS
steady-state level can be maintained increased for a long time. The situation may be called
“chronic carbonyl stress”. This one can result in the development of different pathological
states alone or in combination with other mechanisms leading to diseases and aging. To
date, general aspects of RCS homeostasis have been delineated, but a lot of aspects have not
been clarified.
Some data shed light on the interplay between the stresses induced by RCS and ROS and in
some cases the both may lead to the formation of a vicious cycle. On the other hand,
interplay between these stresses, especially under well controlled conditions may be used as
preventive approach. For example, the activity of glutathione-S-transferase is up-regulated
by both ROS and RCS. It can be used to enhance a potential of RCS defense mechanisms by
the induction of mild oxidative stress. Since the molecular details of up-regulation of
antioxidant mechanisms is much better studied, the lessons from it can be transferred to
RCS field. In some cases, the antioxidant potential can be enhanced ever without induction
of oxidative stress and this provides some clues to protect organisms against deleterious
RCS effects. Since RCS have been shown to be related to many diseases, the described above
aspects can be used to identify appropriate therapeutic targets.
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Although there are many identified RCS, there is no doubt that in future new species will be
identified. Especially it is true for big biologically important molecules like proteins and
nucleic acids. However, the development of standardized conventional methods for RCS
identification would provide better conditions for inter-laboratory comparison of data
received. These new techniques are more than welcomed. Due to important RCS role in the
development of various pathologies, the reliable measurement methods would provide a
progress not only in basic investigations, but also in applied ones.
The role of RCS in regulation of cellular processes is another topic waiting for investigation. In
addition to described to date influence on NF-kB, MAP kinases, TNF one can expect at least
their modulatory effects on diverse regulatory cascades via direct interaction with components
of regulatory cascades, or indirect via change in level or properties of connected partners.
Currently, we are only at the beginning of therapeutic targeting disorders connected with
deleterious RCS effects. Probably, glutathione and glutathione-dependent enzymes along
with other components of antioxidant system are the best studied targets from medical
point of view. Much less is known on the use of specific compounds which may help to
combat RCS-induced or supported pathologies. Although the detail molecular mechanisms
are not known, dipeptide carnosine ( -alanyl-L-histidine) and related compounds was
proposed to be used as potential beneficial agents to cure diseases related with the stress
induced by reactive carbonyls. Since carnosine is found in animals, it is used as an argument
for carnivorous against vegetarian diets. There is no doubt that new discoveries in RCS
homeostasis will open new avenues for modulation of processes caused by them.
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reactive carbonyl species; ROS, reactive oxygen species; RS, reactive species; SOD,
superoxide dismutase;TNF- , tumor necrosis factor ; TGF- , transforming growth factor
; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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